A special thank you to everyone who helped promote and purchase tickets for this draw that kicked off in early February. Under provincial lottery licence #11796 our draw was held on March 22 at 2 p.m.

Congratulations to Kenneth Farrell, of Embrun, Ontario – the lucky $25,000 cash winner in the OFAH I AM Conservation 5050 draw. Kenneth, a retired Millwright, is a proud grandfather of five and a lifelong angler and hunter.

Kenneth, and everyone who loves the outdoors, is very important to our organization. In a world now gripped by crisis, your resilience keeps your family and community strong. Conservation supporters have many other big priorities right now, and the OFAH respects everything you are doing to keep your loved ones safe. The OFAH salutes everyone on the frontline for urgent health care and essential services and supplies.

On behalf of every OFAH member, thank you for everything you have done for your outdoors family as well. You focus on hope. Your past support helped open doors on many new hunting and fishing opportunities, and your personal participation in these fish and wildlife conservation achievements has never been more important.

Wishing your family health and strength.

Sincerely,
Your OFAH team.